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Critical Quality Attributes (CQAs):
• pH
• Particles
• Purity/ Content uniformity
• Impurities (Endotoxins, HCPs, DNA)
• …
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ICH Q12 motivation: Life Cycle Management!
Need for Holistic control strategies
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ICH Q12 Performance Based Approach:








• Declare Established Conditions along ICH Q10 and ICH Q12 along the 
product life cycle
• Need for workflows for Digital Twin Generation and Adaptation
• Case Studies
1. Benefits of Model Predictive Control (intensified Fedbatch)
2. Obstacles for Continous Upstream Biomanufacturing
3. Benefits of Digital Twins for Integrated Continuous Process Design
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Your PE Article has been awarded the 2018 
Roger F. Sherwood Article of the Year Award!
8.10.2019
Robert, Christoph, and Emilie, 
Your article, “Continuous Manufacturing in Biotech
Processes: Challenges for Implementation,” 
has been named the 2018 Roger F. Sherwood Article of the Year! 
Congratulations and thank you for your contribution 
to the industry and to ISPE. 
https://ispe.org/pharmaceutical-engineering/about/article-year-award
Thanks and congratulations again!
Best,
Susan F. Sandler
Senior Director, Editorial 
















































Digital Twins as central tool to








OPTIMIZED & PREDICTIVE 
CONTROL
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Workflow to control knowledge by Digital Twins:
Minimum Model for VCC
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Setting up a mass-balance of target 
value related States
Specification of unknown Variables
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Real Time Implementation of Digital Twins:
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CASE STUDY ON TUNABLE PROMOTERS FOR 
CONTINUOUS UPSTREAM PROCESSING









• Does an online FCM enable to monitor the drop in productivity?





• FL3 vs FSC  PI staining commonly used for live-dead determination but…
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Batch Induced Chemostat Starvation





Batch Induced Chemostat Starvation
High dynamics in subpopulations lead to decrease in productivity… 
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MANUFACTURING CONTROL STRATEGY: 
DEMONSTRATE MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY
Identify robust operating ranges PARs and NORs 
Identify holistically critical process parameters
21
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Why integrated process modelling (IPM)?
• Model impurity clearance over multiple unit operations

























• Two sources of variance per unit operation:
• Variance in load




















Declare Established Conditions along ICH Q10 and ICH Q12 along the product life cycle
• Process control strategy comprising
• Control single unit operations
• Control transitions between unit operations
• Control for constant product output along the full process chain
• Use Data Science when PAT is not feasible
• Demonstrate Manufacturing Capability
• Identify robust operating ranges NORs 




… data from PAT equipment… data from Sensors















Equivalence testing approach prevents
 Direct assessment of suitability for pooling of cycles
 Let detect degradation effect in continuous operations
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Q12 Digitalization enablers
for the product life cycle
Process 
Characterization
• Scale down models
Digital Twins
















Collaborative Analytics for successful control strategies
• Digitalization is not enough to achieve control strategies
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